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10:00 COFFEE
10:30 SIARHEI LIUBIMAU: INTRODUCTION
11:00 DALIA CIUPAILAITE: CHANGING SPACES OF LIBRARIES 
AND THE MEANINGS AND PRACTICES OF ‘PUBLIC’  
11:30 IRYNA LUNEVICH: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE 
DIGITAL AGE. PROMISES AND CHALLENGES OF ONLINE 
ENGAGEMENT TOOLS
12:00 BENJAMIN COPE: ADVENTURES BEYOND THE 
VERTICAL?: MAPPING AFTER MODERNITY
12:30 LUNCH AND COFFEE
14:30 MARYJA SUPA: REFLECTIONS ON DIGITALIZATION 
FROM A CULTURAL CRIMINOLOGY PERSPECTIVE
15:00 YULIYA ILYUK: DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES IN 
INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM: THE CASE OF BELLINGCAT 
15:30 ALIAKSANDRA BARAVIKOVA: QUALITATIVE GIS FOR 
URBAN RESEARCHERS
16:00 COFFEE 
16:30 MARYNA TAIBERMAN: TRANSFORMATION OF THE 
DESIGN OF URBAN MAGAZINES (PRAVDA, 370, N WIND): 
LIFESTYLE, LOCALITY AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
17:00 ANASTASIYA RADZIONAVA: INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE 
ELDERLY IN PATERNALISTIC BELARUS: 
SOCIO-TECHNOLOGICAL OPTICS 
17:30 ZMICER HERYLOVICH: TREE MAPPING AS A TOOL OF 
PUBLIC PARK PROTECTION IN MINSK
18:30 DINNER



CRITICAL THEORY IN 
CARTOGRAPHY: DEVELOPING 
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES 
TO PUBLIC SPACE MAKING IN 
DIGITAL URBAN STUDIES

The growing digitalization of human agency and habitat, as 
well as the proliferation of user-generated data, have 
signi�cantly transformed the horizons and challenges of 
research in the social sciences and humanities. The most 
obvious and persistent factor in this change is a rapid growth 
in access by various knowledge-producing actors to 
technologies of information creation and transmission. In this 
way, digitalization has weakened the monopoly of the 
academic milieu over the narration of social reality and control 
of issues of public signi�cance. Thus, digitalization has also 
launched a process of the re-de�nition of the autonomy of 
academia and of academic research as practice in relation to 
other practices of knowledge production and transmission. 
One can notice that in academia the most intensively explored 
development horizon within this process is an orientation 
towards quanti�cation and the computational analysis of 
collective human behavior. In this orientation, the very nature 
of big data and of the quanti�cation process is unequivocally 
presented as a public asset that simply has to be mastered and 
used. Although there are also arguments about big data and 
digitalization as, on the one hand, fragmenting the public 
sphere and, on the other, privatizing the knowledge of society 
about itself, there is a lack of a systematic theorizing of the 
in�uence of digitalization on the meanings and practices of 
the ‘public’.

The goal of this workshop is to explore meanings and practices 
of ‘public space’ – from ‘accessible’ and ‘transparent’ to 
‘deliberated’ and ‘identity giving’ – which currently are of 
relevance in urban studies and urbanist discourse. And, 
further, to discuss these meanings and practices of ‘public 
space’ from the angle of the particular traits of current 
empirical reality that mark the turn to the digital humanities – 
new modes of data, new study methods, new types of 
researchers, as well as new types of clients of research. The 
expected outcomes of the workshop are 1) the identi�cation of 
those dimensions of urban processes in digitally mediated 
societies that are operationalized as ‘public space’ and as 
‘public space’ making; and 2) the discussion of methods and 
methodological approaches to study and interpret these 
dimensions of urban processes from a critical theory 
perspective. The critical theory perspective in this case 
requires an exploration of the isomorphism between the 
technological base and technological bias, on one hand, and 
utopias and ideologies of collective actions and political 
identities on the other.

This workshop is primarily intended for junior researchers in 
critical urban studies and in digital urban studies.
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